
Unbalanced

1  L: (laughs) cool we’ll go out and get one more alright? We’ll go out and get    
2     one more get one more in.
3  C: Okay.
4  L: We need to learn sign language or something.
5  C: Yeah.
6  L: There you go why haven’t you been doing that on all your other waves?
7    (sound of sea)
8  C: Well (indistinguishable speech)
9    (sound of sea)
10 C: On the others though I have felt sorry. 
11 L: okay                                               
12 C: I have felt
13 L: A bit wobbly 
14 C: Yeah off to one side.
15 L: It’s all in your mind
16    (sound of sea)
17 C: A bit like wonky but that one was actually quite straight I felt it.
28 L: You’ll know better than I I do because you’re on the board.
19 C: The top of  myself straight.
20    (sound of sea)
21 L: Hold on.
22    (Sound of sea)
23 L: Okay after this one.
24    (sound of sea)
25 L: Paddle
26    (Sound of sea)
27 L  (?) yer knees
28    (sound of sea)
29 L: You s’
30 C: That’s what happened before.
31 L: You slid across  across the board. Right lets go out and get another one 
32    shall we?
33    (Sound of sea)
34 L: Woah. Okay. Right after this one jump on.
35   (Sound of sea)
36 L: Okay over a bit.
37 C: Oh bloody hell
38    (Sound of sea)
39 L: It seems to be when you pull yourself up.
40 C: Yeah.
41 L: You seem quite relaxed about just getting up to your knees it’s 
42    kind of just putting your board off balance a little bit.
43 C: By the time  yeah by the time I thought about it then the 
44    wave energy’s gone.
45 L: That’s okay kind of I said to Roland like when you guys get an easier 
46    surf after this.
47 C: Yeah.
48 L: It’s going to be literally paddle up.
49 C: It’s pretty good practice catch’ getting the waves anyway.
50 L: Yeah there’s a lot of waves today obviously because the water’s just
51    continuously moving so it’s pretty easy to get on and I think   
52    Roland’s knackered
53 C: I think he is. I’m not surprised.
54 L: Yeah.


